
Oil Stabiliser (NOS)
Nulon Oil Stabiliser is a unique formulation of anti-wear additives, viscosity booster, detergent and dispersants designed to reduce
engine wear, improve oil viscosity and minimise sludge build-up. 

All types of engines, old and new, or high performance, can benefit from the additional protection offered by Nulon Oil Stabiliser.

Nulon Oil Stabiliser improves the wear protection within any engine. It dramatically boosts the levels of anti-wear zinc additives,
maintains viscosity under extreme heat and load and because it clings to metal surfaces more effectively it helps reduce wear on start-
up. This 100% petroleum based product can be added to any oil brand, mineral or full synthetic to boost the oil’s performance levels.

Benefits
Increases viscosity and oil pressure
Improves engine compression and reduces oil consumption
Reduces oil leaks and exhaust smoke
Compatible with all types and viscosity engine oil grades
Suitable to use with all engine types

Directions for Use
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 
Treatment rate 1L per 4-5L. 
Drain engine oil and change filter as per owner’s manual. Add 1L of Nulon Oil Stabiliser
to engine and then fill to recommended capacity with new engine oil.

First Aid
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

FIRST AID INSTRUCTIONS: For advice, contact a Poisons Information Centre (Phone e.g.
Australia 131 126; New Zealand 0800 764 766) or a doctor (at once). If swallowed, do
NOT induce vomiting. If in eyes, hold eyelids apart and flush the eye continuously with
running water. If skin contact occurs, flush with running water.

Pack Sizes

Part No: NOS-1
1 Litre - 6 Per Carton
Barcode: 9311090006188
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